HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS ~ CHARLES

“He was born in 1948, the same year that Israel became a modern nation. He is a prince of the ancient people who came and destroyed the temple in Jerusalem —
the Romans. His lineage chart traces to every great world leader including King David; he is referred to as the "son of David." His name can be calculated to the
numerical value of 666 by the ancient Hebrew method in both English and Hebrew. His calling card visually presents the composite beast made from the body of a
leopard, the feet of a bear, and the mouth of a lion. His power, throne, and great authority have been given to him by a red dragon. He wants to lead the European
Union (the ancient Roman Empire) and have dominion over all nations. His name is Prince Charles of Wales. He is the leading candidate to be the prophesied
antimessiah..... Further, saying Prince Charles IS the antichrist is outright slander and one of the most despicable things you can say of any public figure.
But aren't you saying that Prince Charles of Wales is the antimessiah in this article?
No, but I am saying that he fits more identifying prophecies about the antimessiah than any other person in history. [Only] When and if Prince Charles receives the
prophesied 42 months to rule, then we can proclaim it to everyone. All doubt will have been removed.”
And in his place a despicable person will arise, on whom the honor of kingship has not been conferred, but he will come in a time of tranquility and seize the kingdom
by intrigue. DAN 11:21
with kind permission from TIM McHYDE © www.EscapeAllTheseThings.com

8 28 1 Les simulacres d'or & argent enflez
ARCHES: LEARCHUS GARROTED
HE-RODS HORDES - DATE CHARLES ORDERS
HORDES, SEARCH MUSICAL
RESTORED LESS RADIUM Florenz Generated

The copies of gold and silver inflated
ARCHES: the Heavens
LEARCHUS: advisor to a Greek king – leading him astray
HE RODS are the Roswell Greys who have travelled back in time
It is a musical long ‘ess’ sung in a key of either ‘A’ or ‘C’ minor,
which “mesmerises” the reptilians/dragon
(note: A.C. also means Anti Christ)

5 77 2 Seront changez en dial quirinal
ELQUIDAN TARCHON, CHARLES
NOT ANGELIZED - DIAL ZEND AIR LINERS
INSURRECTIONAL CHANT ‘IRAN AL QUIDEN’
CHANGEZ DENIAL

Will be changed to that of Quirinus...(secret Vatican Society)

TARCHON, (greys) AL KAIDA – in Ursa Major
these greys are only the “servants”
DIAL ZEND (send) Remote airplanes to Twin Towers?
proof of remote planes will be found1

9 12 2 Les simulachres au lac seront trouuez
ARCHES ARCHELAUS ORACLES
LARCENOUS ROTTEN ANCESTOR.
LEARCHUS CAUSE CHARLES L NUCLEATORS ASCHERA*
UUROTE HEARS MUSICAL, CASUAL SEARCH

ARCHELAUS: son of Herod (He Rod)
ASCHERA *main asteroid belt
L: means conduit. Also code for Cetus constellation
CASUAL SEARCH: Possibly a decoder

The images will be found in the lake

10 3 2 Faux murmurer, secours vnir pour lors
ARCHES: URFA A LOANS ASCHERA HERA CLASH - POPULAR HYSTERICAL SEARCH
CHARLES, LONE FEAR - NO FUEL FIT

To murmur falsely then help to come. Note vnir - Vanir runes

A = rune for ‘be aware’ URFA (Ursa or Edessa)
ASCHERA – asteroid belt. HERA an asteroid

10 4 2 Se sauuera subit esuanouy
BAR ISOBUTANE U.S. UUALES BUSIEST ERA.
A USA LAUUYERESS BUSIEST RULE
LAUU BIT USA NAUSEOUSLY
UUEAR YESUS (Isis) BUREAUS - RUES SITE ABUSER
BAIUS USUAL ISTUBAR –

Will save himself, suddenly vanished... (up to the I.S.S.) see 10 3 4

WALES: Prince of Wales
Rice – the “last President”? in Cent 2 Quatrain 96 Line 2
The “Legal” has become ridiculous, self serving
Isis is in Taurus
BAIUS: the helmsman = Nostradamus. ISTUBAR: Interpreter

1 53 3 Par autres loix toute la Chrestienté
ARCHES HERACLES - THEIR THERIACS TOLUATE
THIRTEENS RICHEST TOUT OILS
SAINTS SEARCH AURA TRUE HERETIC
CHARLES IS PARENT (to) LET OUT ENTRIES
herpetic penetrates - HENCE IT PERPETRATES

when a new source of gold and silver is discovered – (oil)

HERACLES = America
CHARLES idea to ‘out’ the knowledge of the entries of the greys
Herpetology is the study of reptiles: HERPETIC: serpent-reptile
PENETRATES: this is shape shifting

5 8 3 De nuict a` classe cite' en poudre lasche'
SCALES: CASSIEL: UNCITED SCALIEST LEACHES (as leech)
CHARLES INCULCATED, HELD ON ESCAPE
PROUD HERACLES ECCLESIAST INDUCE ACT
ENTICE CLASH - ED UPON A LOUDER PEN
CITE U

By night the city reduced to dust by the fleet (of space craft)

5 91 3 Seront surprins par les cheuaux legiers
HERCULES LUX - HERACLES SPAN UUAX LX
CHARLES STIRRUP - SPURT SERIES PAINS
HERCLES RIP SPAN pans rip (Ursa Major & Minor)
REGRESSION SPIN TURNS REAL

They will be surprised by the light horses
HERCULES: the hero, HERACLES: the kneeling warrior, either
America or the constellation.
LUX is to glow
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SCALIEST: from Europa
HERACLES is America, the kneeling warrior
Chelsea is also Clinton’s daughter
the media keeps it quiet
CITE U – Aries: new beginnings.

= PRINCELESS HARP (HAARP) - REPEL SPIN, CRASH
pole rotates IN REVERSE (a further 50 in other lines)
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CHARLES
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8 76 3 Lasche sans foi, sans loi saignera terre
OF CHARLES REIGN, ROYALIST ANGER
ETHICAL LARGESSE ANNOYS
SASSENACH SAY ASYNERGIA
HERACLES SAYING CLASHES, CHASES
LAESTRYGONIANS LEACHES (El chase)
REGAINS FOSSYAN LATER

Coward without faith, without law he will bleed the land

CHARLES LARGESSE: built a “village” for the “poor”
SASSENACH = English, ASYNERGIA = no natural health
HERACLES: USA. False Flag?
LAESTRYGONIANS: giant cannibals in the Odyssey
FOSSYAN is a cavity, pit, WHERE Odysseus the Greek hid

8 80 3 Saintz simulacres tremper en ardent cierge
ARCHES: ARGENTIC LEARCHUS REACTING
TZIGANES SANITIZES SEARCH, CREATING ANGRIEST
MUSICAL ZAINT TEMPERZ CHARLES
DESECRATING REINCARNATED AGES

holy images placed over burning candles

Argentic is silver – Greys? LEARCHUS the false advisor

TZIGANES: a piece of Ravel music or Gypsies, allegedly suppliers
of the Philadelphia Experiment technology...see quatrain 9 100 3
“New trick, the great ship coloured”

REINCARNATED AGES: the forbidden archaeology

9 30 3 Cap de Bisance rues crier helas
HERACLES HEIR CABINS REINS CAB - BANS RICE
SECURANCE PALACES CHARLES ABIDES
CURIE CAUSES CANCER A (rune for be aware)
BRESCIAN CRIES – CERN BIAS
SARACEN CALEPHS USE ARSENIC

Capet to cry alas in the streets of Byzantium
HERACLES: USA. REINS (Auriga) CAB : cabins are a certain ufo
BANS RICE : either Senator Rice, President Rice or the food,
which in other lines is advised by Nostradamus as the best to eat
in a nuclear winter
BRESCIA: is Lombardy, concerned about the Hadron Collider

1 42 4 Cherchant les os du d'Amant et Pselin
MANDATE SPELT IN D
MEANT SPELT PESTILENT HRH CHARLES NOT SOUL
LOATH SPLENIC TRANCHE
CERN SCHEDULE – IH - SCENIC ADAM ETHNARCH
NOST'ADAMUS EPISTLE - SPLENETIC LINES ENRICH CHANT

‘D’ is our own moon
‘TRANCHE’ is a matured contract = the Pact?
I.H. = runes for “ice chaos” Means the Hadron Particle
CERN collider will bring on an ice age
CHANT = all the quatrains

5 28 4 Au grand de Genues sera le fer laschee
FEARLESS HERACLES CLASH
ARCHELAUS ALFERES A
CHARLES HARANGUED lean negress
ANGELS SNEER – GRADED lenses anger. U.N lessen range

be aware of ALFERES – Pegasus – means chemtrails spread
by ARCHELAUS: son of He Rod
U.N. the usual
“GRADED Lenses” the ‘looking glass’ time portal

9 62 4 Raugon d'Octobre le tiers seront laschez
LAST CO DEBTOR OCTOBER TREBLE
TIRELESS ZUAR CLASH
A
NOT RAZE GROUND, STERILE
CHARLES RISES

The "Raugon" will be released on the third of October- “Urn go: A”...
-the Age of Aquarius? The “Ora (aura) gun”?

“A” is Be Aware
From radiation
Literally

9 66 4 Guerre cesser, ciuil proces debats
DE BATZ (Charles) RISES D.E. BASE
OBSECRATED CERES
AZTEC RUG - CRIES “PROCESS PERILOUS”
CURIES CIUIL CORPSE
CODES PROCEEDS, DEBATES BASED GRUZE CREEDS

OBSECRATED: imploring, to beg D: our moon E: planetoid2
CERES: means Sirius
crop circle warnings
radiation
GRUSE means Crane constellation

10 3 4 Faux murmurer, secours vnir pour lors
LIFES LEECH ABASH SELF, CHARLES FLEE
HE FLIES RE-CHANNEL BADHAN
enhance R. L. so RH leg
(Royal Highness legs it)
GORLESH NEAR - NONE ABANDON
AND NO GENERAL ABHORS

CHANNEL: Time portal
BADHAN: a territory in Somalia
R: Draco...L: is the conduit or the time portal
GORLESH: the giant in “World of Warcraft” games
They all agree

5 77 2

1

War to cease, civil process, debates

The chief will then abandon the siege... see 10 4 2

see chapter “Twin Towers”

2

9 66 4 “The Planetoid”
See the chapter and also the photograph taken by author as shown in the chapter “Crop Circles”
3

5 88 3
“Safer Practise Inactive Africa”
see 10 3 4 above, where Charles goes to Somalia in Africa
for reference to how the codes were obtained go to “Fossickers Guide to Nostradamus” by Allan Webber
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Of Hermes pasture will be made into Vulcan (fire)
HERMES the messenger, a decoder - also Mercury
DELVES = into the quatrains AFAR = Australia
I believe he describes a post menopausal person
living far away (from northern hemisphere)
PETRAEUS American soldier living in Africa. W HY?

4 29 3 De Vulcan Hermes sera faicte pasture
MENARCHE HERMES
DELVES - PASTURES AFAR,
ASEPTIC PETRAEUS
PASTURED HERCVLEAN AFRICA
SAFER PRACTISE TRUE ASPECT
.A. [be aware]

Near the place will be made a refuge

5 88 3 Proche du lieu sera faicte vn refuge
FEAR CUPHOLDER*
SAFER REFUGE Inactive AFRICA 3
Fanatic AFAR USES CROP CHORE
UUIELD Air craft Schedule

Ganymede or Aquarius: age of - or Crater constellation
AFAR is Australia, and ‘CROP CIRCLES’ was the first
chapter of the Hidden Texts published to be followed by
the topic ‘UFOs’ = AIRCRAFT SCHEDULE
*the rune Perth = Perseus (colour is red) - Algol
also represents the cup that the dice are thrown from

1 88
The divine wrath overtakes the great Prince,
a short while before he will marry.
Both supporters and credit will suddenly diminish.
Counsel, he will die because of the shaven heads.

T his quatrain more probably re fe rs to C harle s 1 and the
roundhe ads , ho we v e r “s hav e n he ads ” als o de s c ribe s the
g re y s , and the words “c re dit will s udde nly diminis h”:
g iv e a g o od time frame

3 80
The worthy one chased out of the English realm
The adviser through anger put to the fire:
His adherents will go so low to efface themselves
That the bastard will be half received

T he A dv is e r: L E A R C H U S

2 53
The great plague of the maritime city
Will not cease until there be avenged the death
Of the blood of a just man, condemned without crime,
Of the great lady outraged by pretence.

DIANA

1 69 3 Roulera loin abismant grands contrades
Gauler (Gawler) OIL BASIN REAL
GRANTS NO MAN TRADERS
OR GRANT ALIEN BAIANISM
BARONIAL ALBINOISM S
OUR BINOMIAL* IAMBS CRATONS
MIGRANTS RULE*

It will spread far, drowning great countries
see “trade in men” lines Ursa, Bernice, Triad
Is this the Pact?
BAIANISM: a malign system of Grace
ALBINOISM = greys. S = Ursa Major east
BINOMIAL OUR two named LAMBS (decoders)
CRATONS = the stable portion of the continental crust

LONDON

MIGRANTS an Australian problem: date mechanism

*Binomial lambs: two named decoders who live in Australia

“Then it hit me. He is a Prince just as the Scripture says.
Then after the sixty-two weeks the Messiah will be cut off and have nothing, and the people of the prince who is to come
will destroy the city and the sanctuary. And its end will come with a flood; even to the end there will be war; desolations
are determined. DAN 9:26
The prince who is to come must be of Roman origin. It was the Romans who came and destroyed the temple and
Jerusalem. The antimessiah must come from the fourth great beast described by Daniel — the Romans. Daniel later
describes how the prince comes to power. He must do so while being a prince, not a king.
And in his place a despicable person will arise, on whom the honor of kingship has not been conferred, but he will come
in a time of tranquility and seize the kingdom by intrigue. DAN 11:21 “ Tim McHyde © www.EscapeAllTheseThings.com
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